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Auditions for student acts
were
held
yesterday
and
Tuesday for Dordt's 18th annual
Talent Extravaganza,
planned
for Friday. February 20 at 7:30
p.m. Approximately 22 individuals or groups tried out for the
show. out of which 19 or 20 were
selected.
Dordt's Student Activities
Committee designated one of its
members, Emily Buys. to coordinate the extravaganza.
Buys.
along with an eight member subcommittee. are organizing the

whole event.

iews of his book,
Page

by Heather Kuipers
Staff Reporter
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Buys says this year's Talent
Extravaganza will contain more
original acts than shows of past
years. There will be "more non• talent than talent," she says,
which means that instead of students performing mostly nonoriginal musical acts like piano
and band pieces as in past
years, Dordt students are creating' for example, more original
skits this year.
Four masters and mtstresses of ceremonies were chosen

Travis Bonnema

Acts such as this will have to be related to this year's
Talent Extravaganza theme, "Ruh Roh Raggy."
two weeks ago-Glenn Vander
Woude, E.J. De Jong, Kelli Vink
and Sarah Ribbens. Aside from
their job on stage on the big
night, the fou~ Juniors he!PJt'""
Ju(lge the recent student au ttons and are now deciding what
costumes to wear and writing
introductions for each act.
They also must find a way

to incorporate this year's "Ruh
Roh Raggy" theme into the
extravaganza. If the theme doesn't ring a bell, remember back to
those childhood da s of watch~~.
call one of his teenaged friends
Ruh Roh Raggy because
he
couldn't
pronounce his real
name, Shaggy. The bottom line

is this: the talent show will contain a cartoon theme throughout.
Ribbens says she's "kind of
nervous" about her job as a mistress of ceremonies, but thinks
the experience will be good for
. her because it'll make her step
outside of her comfort zone.
A follow-up talent show is
planned
for Saturday
night.
February 21, in which the three
or four winning acts from the
night before will perform along
with
several
Dordt
alumni
groups.
The second show is
happening mainly because in
past years, some alumni haven't
been able to make it to the
Friday night show.
Dordt students are welcome to attend the
Saturday night show.
Tickets for the event go on
sale
on
Tuesday
evening,
February 20 at the Commons.
The exact time that they go on
sale has not yet been decided,
bm will be announced soon. But
alent lovers beware-if
past
year's ticket line-ups have been
any indication of the show's popularity. get In line early again
this year!

Hacker attack raises questions of computer security
ed Jim Bos. head of Computer
Services, and asked about his
views of the Northwestern crisis,
as well as the possibility of a simDecember 25 bore no
ilar problem occurring on our
gifts for Northwestern's
campus.
Here's what he had to
Computing
Services
in
say:
1997.
Over Christmas
"Let me begin by saying that
break, a hacker known as
system security is a complex
'Blood' broke
into the
issue,
and the
situation
at
school's LII"fUXsystem, a
Northwestern is an example of
computer system set up
exactly how complex it is. Rob
primarily as a computer
Robinson, the director of computscience project.
After
er services at Northwestern, coobreaking in, the intruder
tacted me shortly after they disinstalled software to catch
covered the hacker had invaded
users' login names and
their system. He told me what to
passwords, and then manlook for; we tested our systems for
aged to gain access to
, any obvious traces of the hacker,
Northwestern's
academic Travis Bonnema
and we came back clean. I believe
and
administrative
Campus computers
that Rob should be commended
servers.
After receiving
unaffected by hacker. for contacting us to warn us of the
various error messages,
situation.
If institutions cooperNorthwestern's Computing
ate on incidents like this, I believe that we
Services staff disconnected LINUXand were
can get a much better handle on system
forced to shut down all Internet access until
security.
administration passwords were changed and
"The way
the
hacker
got into
problems resolved.
Northwestern's
computer
was via the
Internet security issues are generally
Internet. Any site that is directly connected
far from the top of a student's daily conto the Internet has a, risk of being invaded.
cerns. With tests, homework, and extra-curSo, just like a home owner should take prericular activities to occupy one's time, wonycautions to protect his or her house from
:. ing about the safety, of Dordt's server seems
being invaded, computer centers should take
: unimportant.
Unfortunately, the Internet's
precautions to protect the institution from
: world-wide connectivity presents security
being invaded. Dordt has had router-level
: risks-risks
that Northwestern encountered
security in place for about one year now.
: firsthand.
Fortunately, Northwestern disBasically, it watches all inbound traffic, and
: covered the problem before it was too late.
: However, the question still remains, .How only lets traffic from certain places and of
specific types through. If you use the home
: safe is Dordt's system? Recently, I contactby Brady Fopma
Staff Reporter

security analogy. it is about like having a
good solid dead bolt on your doors and the
windows closed and locked - it isn't foolproof, but it is a sufficient deterrent for most
intruders.
At the time of the Northwestern
incident, they had not yet implemented this
level of security.
Northwestern has since
implemented the same security measures
that we have, and are planning 00 taking
additional measures in the near future.
"So, where does all of this lead?
Because of the security measures Dordt has
implemented, and the type of systems we
have', we can be reasonably sure that this
same hacker could not use the same methods to get into Dordt's system. However, our
system is not fool-proof. Burglars can pick
locks, and sophisticated hackers can bypass
router-level filtering.
The next step in
Internet security is a stand-alone firewall
product.
These cost around $10,000, and
provide additional security measures as well
as the ability to filter out specific Web sites.
Compared to the home security options, a
stand-alone firewall would be like an infrared home security detection system.
The
Northwestern incident has given us sufficient reason to examine our security measures to see if it is time to implement this
next step.
Should we, as students, be concerned
about Dordt's system security? Thankfully,
trickles of Blood didn't seep into Dordt's system over break, but the issue of Internet
security still remains an important topic
among educational institutions around the
country, whether they be far away ... or closer to home.
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East coast trip well worth the drive
by Martin Dam
Staff Reporter
Last semester,
those of
you who read this paper may
remember an, article encouraging you to attend something
called the Overseas Missionary
Studies Conference (OMSC), in
Madison, Connecticut.
Seven
students made the trip, along
with Dr. Kobes, who was a featured speaker. The whole experience was a great combination
of fun, learning and dialogue.
Former
Dordt
theology
professor Mike Goheen brought
along five Redeemer students,
but other than that, everyone
there was either a seminary
student or a missionary with
international experience.
Both
Curt Kuiper and Brian Bolkema
had.
roommates
from
St.
Vincent's
Catholic
seminary.
My roommate was an Anglican
priest from Nigeria studying at
Virginia Theological Seminary.
That's just a small example of
the diversity present.
All in all, there were 17 different denominations
at the
conference, from the Moravian
Brethren
and Catholics,
to
Pentecostals
and Anglicans.
The difference in nationality
was also large, including countries such as Sudan,
India,
Burma, Liberia and Tunesia.
The speakers included Dr.
Harvey Cox from Harvard and
Dr. Dana Roberts from Boston
University, but the real learning
came
from
dialogue
between students at the conference. I had a great conversa-

tion with a group of black
Southern
Baptists
from
Virginia about what our role is
when dialoguing with fervent
members of faiths like Islam. I
had a long talk with a man from
Burma about how Christianity
is different there than it is here.
These talks really gave me a
sense of how broad the true
body of Christ really is, and
how there are very few things
you can assume in dialogue.
But more importantly,
it
reminds us of how much more
we Christians have in common
than we often think.
Whether
talking to Baptists. Anglicans.
Pentecostals, Catholics or even
the lone representative
of the
church of Swedenborgianism,
the love of Christ truly shows
through them.
Most of all, we learned
from those who came to the
United States to flee persecution.
There was a man from
Sudan who made us promise
never to publish his name anywhere. His family is living in a
tent because the Islamic government won't allow Cliristians
to rent homes.
James Wilson from Liberia
explained
how
the
ethnic
cleansing there has Christians
killing Christians.
Samsung
Thangpa
from Northern India
talked about how powerful sptrits in that part of the world' can
distort Christianity. A missionary couple
from Columbia
described their near execution
by drug lords.
These are real events, and
when you hear the stories first-

hand from real people, it hurts.
I truly' believe that we do not
realize how lucky we are to
have the right. of religious freedom. We can be as informed as
we want to be through
the
news, but nothing really hurts
like having to listen to men like
these tell their stories,
and
know that there is nothing we
can do to comfort them. I don't
think I'll ever be able to read
about
injustice
in foreign
places
without
thinking
of
them. We must remember to
thank God every day for how
lucky we are to live where we
do.
Our group also spent two
days touring New York City,
and some got to see Niagara
Falls for the first time.
But
those were just side notes. It's
the conference itself that makes
thts trip worth while. If you're
a senior, I strongly encourage
you to get there on your own
sometime..
If you're a junior,
talk to Dr. Kobes to see if you
can get funding for the 1999
conference.
If you're a sophomore or a
freshman, get out one of those
two-year planners and book the
last
week
of that
year's
Christmas holidays off now. Dr
Kobes goes every other year, so
you can go with him in 2000. It
may drastically change the way
you think about the world.
Even if it doesn't, the people
you meet are not people you get
to meet every day, and that
alone is worth the drive.

Roses, Fresh Flower Arrangements,
Balloons and Stuffed Animals
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Jessica Vanderwerff

Don Chico, supervisor at Ebenezer farm, explains
some of the farm's projects to the Amor team.

Nicaraguan experience
an eye opener for team
by Je'ssica Vanderwerff
Staff Reporter
This past Christmas Break,
18 Dordt students, and leaders
Sean Voogt and Pastor Don
Draayer went to Nicaragua for two
weeks on AMOR (A Mission Out
Reach).
Amor started approximately
ten years ago when a group of
Dordt students wanted to experience mission work on a larger
level--outside North America and
for longer than just one week.
This year's group stayed and
worked on a farm with advanced
farming techniques near the town
of Niquinohomo.
At Ebenezer
farm, a Chrtstian-run farm, families commit to a training program,
learning how to take better care of
goats, chickens and rabbits and
how to produce efflclent coffee
crops. These students stay in a
dormitory on the farm. In fact,
the foundation for the dormitory
was built by the Dordt AMGlR
group from last year.
This year, AMOR began constructing the foundation
of a
classroom building for the farm
workers. The group also assisted
in tearing down the inside of an
older goat barn. couecnng' firewood and picking coffee.
Not only did the-group learn and
help on the farm and constru.ction
site, they also toured the capitol
city, Managua; took a couple of
day trips to some scenic and cultural areas, visited two Christian

Reformed churches of Nicaragua
and
interacted
with
many
Nicaraguan
people.
Learning
about Nicaragua's history and
seeing the varying lifestyles of the
people aided the group's to understanding of Nicaragua's culture.
"Being in Nicaragua made me see
that you can praise the Lord
under any circumstances.
I took
things for granted that I shouldn't-running water, toilets. showers," said junior Rachel De Jong.
'Throughout the entire trip.
an interpreter. Ben Meyer helped
us overcome the language barrier.
'The neatest part about being
around the Meyers was that they
were our age or just a little older,"
said senior Amos Doornbos. This
helped erase some typical stereotypes about what kind of people
are missionaries.
Ben and his
wife Amy graduated in 1996 from
Calvin College. They will live in
Nicaragua-for two years while Ben
works for World Misstons
Traveljng anywhere opens a
persons eyes to new cultures.
Nicaragua
taught
the ~OR
group to thank our God for hot
showers, drinkable tap water and
electricity, as well as-making them
re-evaluate which things we need
and which thmgs we merely want.
The group encourages those who
have a desire to learn and serve in
a new atmosphere
to go on
AMOR, and to pray for those who
are far from their families and the
familiarity of North America.
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Staley Lectures feature author and professor: William Romanowski
by Melissa Phaneuf
Staff Reporter
Where do ChIistians fit in the entertainment world
of film and music? What is the definition of Christian
entertainment? Should Christians even be intermingling
With today's popular entertainment?
Nearly every student at Dordt has been exposed to
questions like these in Philosophy 201, Gen 200 or in an
upper level course. If you would like to hear some [res
insight on the subject of religion and pop cultu
en
you won't want to miss nationally and'
nationally
known professor. speaker, writer
dramatic performer William D. Romanow"
visit to Dordt.
Romanowski
currently
Professor
of
Communicatio
s and Sciences at Calvin College
where
eaches courses in ftlm. communication and
c
re studies. Romanowski received his B.A. (Indiana
University of Pennsylvania) and M.A (Youngstown State
University) degrees in English. He received his Ph.D.

from Bowling Green State University-his
dissertation
was entitled:
"Rock "n'
Religion: A Socto-culture Analysis of the
Contemporary Christian Music Industry."
Dr. Romanowski is also~ward-winrung author of "Pop Culture Wars: Religion
and the Role o~terGmment
in American
Life."Critics have called Romanowski's book
a "s
g portrait of the interplay of reltIon and popular culture."
In addition to these accomplishments, Romanowski has also received
international
recognition
for being an
expert on the entertainment
media. The
program at a rock festival in England referred to him as
"an all-round brainy geezer and lovely with it," a statement which Romanowski took as a compliment.
Dordt students have the opportunity to listen to
Romanowski speak next week Wednesday and Thursday
at Dordt. On Wednesday, February 11, he will present

Responding to today's culture and media
by Grant Elgersma
Staff Reporter
Not long ago, in a galaxy not so far
away, people condemned all films as
pornography. Today the motion picture
industry is considered one of our culture's
most powerful and influential art forms.
Television's
birth
brought
hopes
of
increased educational opportunities
for
children and families. Television programming of today, however, is used primarily
to provide an escape from the monotony of
the workday. Before the rise of the music
industry, music was something typically
shared in a group, performed live and
enjoyed on rare occasions. Now, thanks to
compact
discs and portable
stereos.
music plays an important role in almost
every area of our lives.
These days are unique. and overwhelmingly different than those our
grandparents and parents lived in. Even
though we all realize how much the world
1s changing,
understanding
how to
respond to such rapid changes presents a
challenge. William D. Romanowski writes
Pop Culture Wars with this dilemma in
mlnd.
Romanowski uses the sociological
term "cultural lag" to explain the difficulty society has in dealing with rapid cultural developments. He explains that society's ideals have not been able to keep up
with the technological advances already
affecting culture. Historians, philosophers
and thinkers of many kinds foretell an age
when the entertainment media will help to
establish an entirely new way of communicating using a language induced by
popular entertainment. We don't have to
look much further than our own school
newspaper to see how such a language is
already affecting the way we communicate
with each other.
This kind of sweeping change over
society
can
be
compared
to the
widespread cultural shifts evoked by the
printing press. A whole new generation
w1ll be taught the literacy skills necessary
to understand and communicate in a form
of language based in sound bytes, cyberspeak and visual aids. It is Romanowski's
fear that society does not take seriously
enough the impact entertainment
media
has and will have on our lives.

Christian

The author suggests that a proper
response to many of
the
cultural
trends
such as MIV, motion

"Pop Culture Wars" (this lecture will focus
on the popular arts and the religious communrtyl and "Youth and Entertainment:
Nothin' But a Good Ttme?" Focusing on the
relationship between young people and the
popular culture industries). Video illustrations will be used at both lectures.
In Thursday's chapel. Romanowski will
present "American Heroes and the Cloud of
Witnesses." On Thursday afternoon, he will
lead a panel discussion with four Dordt
College professors on the topic "Post-modernism and Pop Culture."
~
Romanowski will end his visit at Dordt
on Thursday evening after he hosts student group discussions about issues related to Christian Contemporary
Music. Grant Elgersma. as well as several other students,
will take part in leading the discussions.
The lectures will be held in C-I60. All students and
faculty are encouraged to attend.

Demand a higher standard
from your culture
by David SChaap
Staff Reporter

Trilogy, Animal House, Tne Exorcist, Close
Encounters
of the Third
Kind,
Jaws.

Youth runs pop-

Grease and saturday Night Fever.
I shouldn't have to tell you about the

.~~~

pictures and television
should not be
ranee.
Romanowski
rightly explains that a
response to the entertainment media cannot
and will not be effective

1"1JI1!1!l",,,,,.~u~l~ar~~c~u~lt~u~r~e~.~F~a~ce\!",~8~0~'s~.~If~y~0~u~th,ink~.
~~,!~o~U~th~~w~a~s~nt',t~p~a~n~d~e;re~d~_"
oc e
mee sour
eca e was a ree
g groun
or teenage
demands for entermovies. Let's go through the list: The
tainment,
and we Breakfast
Club (teen angst,
anyone?),
eat
it
up.
Pretty in Pink, Sixteen Candles. Fast Times
Romanowksi writes
at Ridgemont High (if you want pure 80's
an intriguing essay
culture, this is your movie), Ferris Bueter's
unless the respondent
in his book Pop Day OJ[, Heathers. say Anything ... do I
understands
the
Culture wers about
h ave t 0 go on.? vIOU were th ere; you
nature of that media.
how and why youth
remember them.
Society must be given
has changed popuI realize I missed the 90's, but we
the ability to discern
lar American enterdon't have complete retrospect of the
what is good.
tatnment,
begindecade, so I'm leaving it alone. However, if
Discernment
is
rung with the two you think about it. you'll see that this
not
inherited,
but
decades
following
trend continues on to the present day.
taught. Therefore, peoWorld War II. He But this isn't just about movies. Oh, no,
pie
should
become
gives several reathis goes way beyond that. It is widely
more involved in the
sons for this, the
know that television panders to the 19
critique of entertainmain
one being
year old male; so crude jokes, violence
ment media by under- 1'··'·"~iml!iiilr;'~M''''
that
the
biggest
and beautiful women abound, just as they
standing
it from the
demographic group
do on the big screen. What about the rock
inside out. The various ...
~ during those times
music Industry? That's a huge market.
media are used for both
were the infamous
Record companies pick up on the whims
good and evil. It is the responsibility of a
baby boomers. The movie industry picked
of youth and then milk it to death. I feel
society to know what is good and what is
up on the fact that approximately threesony for new bands because they're
evil, and to develop the understanding
fourths of the people watching movies
picked up, overplayed to the point that we
necessary to make those distinctions in
were under 30 years old and the vast
begin to hate them, and then they are disfilm, music and any other works produced
c.
h
d
majority of this group were in their teens.
carded ror another one it won er. They
in society.
Thus, Hollywood started making teendon't have any time to develop because
The final chapter of Romanowski's
pies-trite
melodramas
dealing
with
they're killed off within a few months.
book sets Christians on a path toward
d
I
teenage issues-things like beach movies,
Even simple ra s are immediate y
understanding the power and limitations
gangster films, horror flicks; films that
catered to. Has anyone else noticed an
of the entertainment media. The author
today would be considered "B" movies.
explosion of alien merchandise and the
also suggests ways that schools can teach
The baby boomers ate it up, helped along
like? That happened overnight. Its already
discernment to young people and explains
by the increase of drive-in's, which played
heading out of popularity. and by the time
how the media can be used properly to
these movies and also became hangouts
this gets printed, not many people will
dialogue such human issues as individufor a huge majority of young people.
even remember it. Things like that get
al identity, sexuality and relationships.
This youth oriented market continsnatched up instantly and shoved in our
The entertaimnent media has a powd i t th 60' and mat h d th
h ge faces by an economy that is waiting for
erful effect on our culture. lt would be
ue moe
see
e c an
in attitudes with the emergence of counter
the next whim in our capricious nature.
dangerous for Christians to ignore the
culture films, like Easy Rider and The This is a vicious cycle. The more we want
artistic strength of film, the unifying force
Trip. Films that spoke of the disillusionand demand, the more they will give, and
of television or the ever-present influence
h
th
d
of music on our lives. Romanowski
ment
of youth
were popular,
T e the more they give, e more we want an
Graduate being the best example, grossdemand. The only way they can stop is if
encourages the Christian community to
ing one of the largest profits of its time.
the youth of today stop paying attention to
become engaged in the war over who will
During the 70's, the Me Decade,
the fads and stop caring about what is
lead popular culture. His book is a call to
movies dropped much of their meaning
cool. I carry no claims of innocence when
take the control of media away from the
and became almost pure indulgence,
it comes to this, but I defmitely try not to
prince of darkness, giving it back to the
exemplified by some of the top grossing
One who is Lord of all. Don't we all love
movies of the decade, like the Star Wars
Continued on page 5
happy endings?
POP CULTURE WARS
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Opinion

A Closer Look at the
by Robert Reitsma
Columnist
I

was

recently

meal a day.
So, in essence, I am paying
$400 a month to live on Dordt's
campus. I am qurte positive I
could live somewhere off campus
for a much smaller price tag. As
a matter of fact. I was skimming
the Sioux Center Shopper the
other day. and I saw a three-bed-

flipping

through tbe Dordt College catalog trying to decipher
what
courses I would need to take to
fulfill the requirements for my
major when I happened upon the
"Finances" section towards the
beginning of the book. The figures on the page struck me
squarely in the forehead, and I
was suddenly confronted with an
amazing clarity of mind that I'd
never experienced before.
I was being ripped off.
There really wasn't
any
other way to say it. I tried to fmd
a polite euphemism with which
to divert my attention from that
blatant statement, but I couldn't
fmd one. So I'm facing reality.
My roommate and Iare paying $400 a month for our 12' x
14' room in North Hall and the
use of a bathroom located down
the hall. We are each paying
$200 a month for a room whose
measurements
include
closet
space. I continued in my rationale and figured that there are
about 30 rooms per floor in
North Hall. I multiplied tbat by
three floors and came to a grand
total of 90 rooms. Now, 90 rooms
all being rented for $400 a
month means that North Hall is
being rented for approximately
$36,000 a month. I don't tbink
maintenance
of North
Hall
requires a quarter of a million
dollars a year. Oh, and this is a
low estimate.
On top of that, I am forced
to get a meal plan at the
Commons which costs me another $200 a month (based on a 10
meals per week plan). Breaking
that figure down brings me to yet
another striking truth: I'm paying a little under $7 a day to eat
in the Commons for a little over a

room house renting for $450 a
month. If I rented that house
with five other people. two people
per bedroom as is done here on
campus, I would end up paying
$75 a month for rent, saving
$125 per month. That adds up to
$875 per school year that I could
be saving on rent alone. I could
probably save a little on the cost
of food. too. but I won't bother
getting into that now.
I, as an 18~year-old citizen,

am legally entitled

by United

States law to rent housing. but
Dordt policy doesn't allow for off
campus housing unless you're
22, married or living with your
parents. I can understand
the
reasoning behind not allowing
freshman or even sophomores to
live off campus, but to prohibit
juniors and seniors from living
off campus seems a bit ridiculous.
The main argument
on
Dordt's part for having this policy seems to be the importance of
community. The college community is a community which promotes learning, they say. As a
resident of North Hall, I tend to
have a few qualms with this
ideal. The men on my floor are
yelling, playing music loudly or
engaging in harmless
pranks
approximately 20 hours a day.
While nothing
is inherently
wrong with these activities, they
are certainly not conducive to

learning, So I don't tblnk tbe
community ideal is the strongest
argument in this case. But, if
Dordt still thinks it is such an
important
concept,
consider
this: if I were ltv-
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Ing witb five other
students off campus, I would still
be living in a college community.
So, I want to
know
why
I'm
forced to live on
this campus until
I'm 22 or married
when I could save
a lot of money by
living elsewhere. I

think I should be
given tbe option to
save a httle money

on my
expenses.

college
I want

~~~~w::::;
~ going.

~~

~~ffilll(§ 4:13 - (NKJV)"And tbere Is no crea
hi en ~m HIs sJgb.t. but all things are naked
and open to the~
of HIm to whom",,; !l\UIIl~

aCTt,"

't4!,-pa$QI: at my home cl1urch In California
once saklln a --.
"l'b!l root d;sln is dlabellef,
We don't really believe what God says Is true,
Don't ever think. you know more than God does.

~n't
lie decetced by sin's lies." Do we. as professed followers <Jf Christ. ~~
what He
says In His word? When it Is written. do not lIve
"In revelry and drunkenness. not In lewdness and
lust. not In st:dfe and envy" (Rmnans 13: 131, do we
beI.!eW;,th.hij~ ~.J"aIJy bad and a ~ In the
lnrd's stght117e Ciffii' claim to kitow Christ, going
through all tbe actions, gotng to church and saying tbe tight things when our lives tell a different
story during the week.
As followers of Christ. we are called to a life

u not ust on

~Iil'lliglveup the world. then don't say
you are Wfteri you ptoclalm Christ as Lord, It just
doesn't work. Ridtng tbe ralI will only give you
~,
and where will that put you when Jesus
co~You
mIgbt be able to fool others, but you
can nev<:i' ~:.'Chr:Ist. He knows your heart and
whether Or' DO't:ton really love and serve HIm, He
knows all that you do, -o..Un tbe open and behind
ciosed doors. He Is sl:and!niFri@Iltthere ~ng
HIs beloved child get high. drunk. swear. take His
name In vain, destroy the preeioua gtft of~.
steal. cheat, hate, envy and do every otber tbtng
t,I:Iat tle Aaa labeled a sin, but which we pass off
as being socially acceptable. If It Is a sin to tbe
Lord, who are we to say tbat it Is okay? It's not!
In conclusion. Ifyou are gotng to claim to love
Christ and follow Him. for heaven's sake. act lIke
It, If yo»
to hve of tbe world, wltb all Its
dealh, tben don't say that you know Jesus,
because you really don't, /t's either God or tbe

wwu.

world, but never both.

Romans 12:1-2 - (NKJV)"I beseech you tberefore,
by tbe mercies of God, tbat you present

brethren.

God, which is your reasonable service. And do not
be conformed to this worlQ. but Qe ~ed
by
tlfe teneWIng of your mind, tbat you may prece

what Is tbat good and acceptable and perfect will
of God,"

Global Observatory:
by dirk zwart
Columnist
Looking at the news in the
last few weeks, I noticed that it
seems all the outrageous media
attention on the presidential sex
scandals
has
once
again
washed over some history-making events in that island country
only 90 miles south of Florida.
Maybe too many people still
remember those October days
in 1969 when the world held its
breath and even if it was the
Pope. they did not want to hear
about Cuba. It seemed something more important than a
religious happening took precedence.
I felt the same was true
when Mother Theresa died. The
capitalism
around
Princess
Diana is still everywhere. There
are even commemorative postcards by the cash registers in
Hy-Vee. I would not expect to
see Mother Theresa
'kttch.'
since she lived her life so free of

worldly thmge, but I tbought
people would remember
her
more.
Maybe it was the anntver-

What did the Pope say?

sary of Roe vs. Wade. but I
remember standing in the rain
on Parliament Hill at a pro-life
rally and seeing the small frail
nun from Calcutta.
She slowly
moved to the podium and with a
strong voice simply said, "Your
government
is evil, they kill
babies." That lady was Mother
Teresa, but her words fell on
deaf ears and we still ignore
them after she spent a lifetime
helping the sick, dying, and
unborn.
This says something about
the feelings the secular media
wants to leave us with. So let's
take a look at the current
tabloid pages that are being reprinted
on the front of the
nation's leading papers.
Bill Clinton is being investigated
for various
sexual
encounters
with some of his
previous female staff members.
I've heard people get all excited

tbat he will be found guilty of
adultery and tben they'll wait to
see what the First Lady's reaction is. Hold on a minute here.
I'm sure other presidents have
commited
adultery,
but the
charges technically
focus on

whether or not he lied about
having extra-marital
relations.
It all seems to tie together closely, but there is a difference.
If the investigation
ever
does come to some conclusion,
how will you deal with the verdict? I think we need due process of law, as the president is
an American citizen and must
abide by the laws of his country.
but. as Christians, we must not
be so excited to drill him to the
wall and dream about all the
pain we could cause him. We
need to be willing to forgive him
as a sinner.
I am not a great lover of
tele-evangelists,
but remember
when Jimmy Swaggart
confessed? I could accept him asking for forgiveness much more
than if Bill Clinton ever did, but
I think we need to consider that
we have all fallen short of the
grace of God and that our learning to forgive will be a greater
witness to the country than promoting the notions that he be
impeached and jailed.

1I
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The real effects of EI Nino
by Justin

Westerhof
Steff Writer

Theological debate in North Hall

sudden. the weather picked up
tight around me.
You never

By Lieschen

know what that crazy EI Nine
Everyday
on the news,
weather forecasters are ecstattcally telling people about the
effects of EI Nino. It's getting
towards the point of absurdity.

EI
Nino
has
become the scape-

,,;=:;:===~

goat for most modern ills.
Granted. this
giant
tropical
storm Is responstble for excoriating
erratic weather all
over the
United
States and Mexico
(and
thanks
to
NAFTA. Canada tool. but

the

big El has been blown up bigger
than it Is.
Take Everyday Joe, for
example.
He goes to work
everyday at the same time.
However, one day he wakes up

will do."
In addition, Nfke is having
problems
running
their
Mexican sweatshops amidst the
rtgamaroll of EI Nino. The kids

can hardly make it
to work; the ones

that do. can't hold
down their shoes
for the life of them
(no pun intended).
What does thi~
all mean?
Well,
for people who like
to answer when
opportunity
knocks,
here's
"Uh, Professor (Jones). I

how.
didn't do this paper. you know,
that crazy EI Nino, again."
"I understand.
That EI
Nino's throwing the whole faculty off a bit," replies Professor
(Jones).

So, here's your warning.
It's out~.
Take advantage

Letter to the
Editor

pop
:ARS
Continued from page 3

Dear Editor,
As I have begun the search
for a job. I have noticed an interesting trend on this campus.
Leafing through
my Resume
Handbook, handed out by the
Placement Office, I could not
fmd sample resumes for English
majors or theatre majors. There
were sample resumes for HPER
majors, chemistry majors, psychology majors, et cetera. Then,
while reading the January issue
of the Career Planning
and
Placement Job Bulletin, I noticed
that there were 78 advertised
jobs for education majors but
only one job each was advertised
for English, art, social science
and psychology majors. There is
not even a theatre section in the
bulletin.
While
I have
nothing
against those who want to teach,
I myself, do not want to teach,
but I would like a job. I know
that I am not alone; I live with
three other English majors who
do not plan on teaching. Yet, the
Placement Office does not seem
to be interested in us. There are
plenty of businesses who hire
English majors for their communication skills, but I have yet to
see those jobs posted. While I am
resigned to the fact that it is up
to me to fmd a job, it still irks me
that there will be no help from
the Placement Office.
Sincerely,

Sarah Bliss

Monday, February 2nd, wasn't a typical
Monday night in North Hall lobby. There were no
ping-pong games taking place or guys watching
ESPN for a study break. Instead, there was a
debate about baptism and its role in four different
denominations:
Southern
Baptist,
Roman
Catholic, Lutheran, and Christian Reformed.
The debate
was moderated
by Keith
Starkenburg, Resident Life Director in North Hall.
Taking place in the discussion was Rev. Orville
Kool, representing the Southern Baptist Church,
Father John McGuirk, representing the Roman
Catholic Church. Rev. Clous Raab, representing
the Lutheran Church, and Rev, John Witvliet, representing the Christian Reformed Church. Each
panel member was given five minutes to speak
about baptism from the perspective of
their
church. Afterwards, the floor was open to discussion about baptism and other theological issues.
Each speaker was polite to the others
whether he agreed with them or held a contrasting viewpoint.
All demonstrated maturity that
proves we may believe separate things, but be able
to discuss differences within the church.
The
evening proved to be quite informative, as each
speaker' discussed the views of his own particular
church.

-----'

a bit too late. So, when he gets
to work. he says to Ws boss, "I
was driving to work and all of a

of It.

get caught up In sl1ly furors. I
know I'm not alone on this, but
we all take to what we think Is
cool, -in one way or another, and
each to a different extent.
Because the free market Is
SO wI1IlIlg to feed our romptng
fancies, we have, in a sense,
grown up spoiled. But is this all

bad? Will we grow out of an of
this? Hey. If they're paying
attention to us. who cares? Well,
I think It Is a probfem. hecause
what a 19 year-old male wants
is not necessarily what's best.
It's made for drudge in the film
industry. creating movies meant
only to entertain through vi0-

lence and sex (The Rock.
Scream, Speed and a mountain
of others) which. lIy.1'8 you way,
Is not justifiable BlbUcaJIy ariifiil
a horrible

misuse

of an artistic

medl~4I"adda,
yadda. yadda,
Dave. !16ri't gIve me you>' art
crap. 1 just want to be entertained •

~~

wrong wtth helng entertained In
1tlIelf, our generatton Is already
SO en~eruuned
that
weTe
~ous
and apa~
towM&~:everythlng
(some
tIlimagetll
behind
me were
l\I:Ughlngl4'the people drowl)Ing
6i1I watd1ed 'flIanic. 'Tbl;\t's
lUilt ~:1bose people actually
~ _:1 It JiJ<e "Whatever ••"
~
tlIIs generation. We only
1O!Iitlt W- ~sume
and absorb.
~
the nu~
effect of

Hoeksema
Staff Writer

too much amusement, sex and
violence are not ethical and
Christian
forme of entertainment. argue as you may. I
shouldn't even have to teU you

that, let alone prove It, so I'm
not going 10.
lt may he all fine and
dandy that we're getting what
we want, but, again, what we
want and what is best are two
different things. So, we have our
responsibility as future mature
allults to ~
better movies.

better mu§I~

.. ~

~

need to be able to refuse the

sewer water that Hollywood Is

Rev. Kool of the Southern Baptist Church
told the audience that unless a believer is fully
submerged in the water as an adult, it "can not
count as baptism.
Father McGuirk argued that
baptism may occur at any age, can be performed
by any person and doesn't require physical water.
Rev. Raab and Rev. Whitvliet agreed that infants
should be baptized as children of believers. Both
the Lutheran and Christian Reformed denominations believe that baptism is one of two sacra. ments, the other being Communion. The Roman
Catholic Church professes baptism to be only one
of seven sacraments and the Baptists say that
baptism is not a sacrament at all but an ordinance.
Other theological issues were raised that
evening by students. Issues included eschatology,
women in office, gifts of the Spirit, and the role of
missions in the church.
The first two issues
showed some strong differences in opinion, while
all four clergy seemed to be united on the latter
two issues.
The evening was enjoyable and a learning
experience for many. While we may understand
what we profess to believe, it is important to learn
what others believe and why. Rev. Witvliet closed
the evening by saying "There may be' differences
between denominations, but we all share a common denominator, which is a love for the Lord and
a call to be a disciple for Him."

Letters to the community
I.

II.

A special
word of
thanks to those Dordt students who gave our family
gifts this Christmas. You
could not have chosen better gifts. All of us were
shocked and thrilled by
your
generosity.
You
helped to make a very dtfftcult Christmas a lot happier! The LORD has truly
blessed us by giving us
you!

A group of students on campus would like to set up a fund to
help the Eckardts' children go to
college. There is currently a trust
fund established at a local bank in
town, but this fund would be different in that the money would be
used exclusively for college, while
not limited to Dordt. The fund
would be specifically for students
by students. It would seem unwise
to jump into this idea without an
idea of the number of students
interested in doing this, so please
respond
to fund@dordLedu
and
just share whether
or not you
would be interested in contributing.

spraying at us. We have the ability to change all this. They're out
there waiting for us to demand

~

1 SIlY It's Ume we do.

THANKSagain.
love Greta, Rachel, Zachary

and Abby Eckardt.

Thank you
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DOL Joins 25th Anniversary March for Life
by Kevin Mass
Staff Writer
On January 22. 1998, sixteen students from Dordt College's pro-life club,
the Defenders of Life, participated in the
annual March for Life in Washington,
DC The date of the march was especially stgntftcant this year, as it had been

exactly 25 years since the Supreme
Court's watershed Roe v. Wade decision.
The morning of the 22nd was cold
and damp. but the crowd, estimated at
between 50,000 and 100,000 people,
filled the Ellipse behind the White
House for a pre-demonstration rally.
After listening to a number of pro life
leaders and members of Congress. the
marchers lined up along Constitution
Avenue for the March to the Capitol and
Supreme Court building. Nearly every
pro-lifer brandished a sign; many were
provided by the event organizers, but
others were homemade and bore diverse
messages.
With the media and various prochoice groups paying little attention to

the demonstration. the actual march
along the mile-long route between
ornate Smithsonian
museums
and
massive government buildings was
quite calm. By early evening, the handful of" protesters
disappeared.
the
marchers dispersed, the police went
home, and only a few pro-lifers
remained meditating and praying in
front of Supreme Court.
To complete the experience of visiting the nation's capital for this demonstration, the DDL group made sure to
tour certain landmarks. The horrifying
exhibits of genocide at the US Holocaust
Memorial Museum and the millions of
white headstones at Arlington National
Cemetery held special meaning in the
context of the march. Such memorials,
as the words of Abraham Lincoln constantly remind visitors to his monument, are not just places to honor the
dead; they are also places for the living
to rededicate themselves to the conflict.
the fight against evil.

The march was largely a political
event, but the students tried to remember that the "real battle was spiritual.

This idea is one of DDL's core beliefsthose who support abortion most
strongly have been spiritually hardened
to its horrors. Many from the group
returned from the march more convinced than ever that political strength.
scientific evidence, and humanitarian
arguments
will never reverse the
tragedy of abortion.
Rather, prayer
must be the weapon of choice in the
struggle to restore the sanctity of life.
Those students who made the trek
to the nation's capital had to make up
three days of classes and spend a good
amount of their own money. but the
club hopes that their experience will
spur the interest at the local level.
Today's college students are the oldest.
of the generation that has lost some 37
million unborn children to abortion.
One out of every three babies never had
a chance at life. While they may be
shielded at Dordt right now, club members realize that they are part of a society that Is staggering under the spiritual burden of ldlllng its most innocent
and helpless members.
If life is not
important. what else matters?

Students take a stand for the unborn
Reaper and a blood-covered doctor,
Guest Writer connected by a chain with body
parts of little baby dolls hanging from
Early in the morning, we rolled it. It was a very sad picture.
The rally began with numerous
out of bed and headed off to the
speakers, the most touching being
Arlington National Cemetery because
Miss Roe, the lady in the Roe u.
the actual march did not begin until
noon. It was really ironic to see so Wade court decision, which legalized
many graves for people 'who died abortion. She said that she was a
fighting for the rights of citizens of born again Christian and apologized
for what had happened, being truly.
America and at the same time thinksorry for taking part in the case now.
ing that in a few hours we would be
fighting again to help gain freedom Finally, after "standing cold temperatures for quite awhile, we were ready
for American children. For me, the
march had been something that I to march. The March took about an
had planned and thought about for a hour to walk down Constitution
Avenue to the Supreme Court, where
long time, but to actually be there
there were heated debates betweenwith so many other people who supported the same cause was a very pro-Itfers and pro-chotcers that congood feeling. We were really taking a tinued on after we left.
The march really made an
stand and doing something that we
impact on me. I am so much more
as Christians felt was the right thing
thankful now for the fact that I have
- to do.
strong Christian parents who chose
As we got closer to where the
to bring me into this world and raise
march was to begin, there were
already many people milling around. ' me instead of getting rid of me. Life
is such an amazing gift that we often
The pro-chotcers had set up a stand
take for granted. We don't realize
and a group of Nazi Anarchists
that every 23 seconds someone is not
shouted, "Ban Christians. not aborgoing to have the chance to experition!" To say the least, it was unnervence the things that we get to every
ing. As we walked, we picked up
day, like eating chocolate, talking
signs with different slogans, and,
along with our banner made by with friends, making snow angels.
breathing in fresh air. Life is preMonique
Sliedrick,
we walked
through the crowds of people to get a cious. God has put us here for a purpose, We are all children of God.
picture of the different people that
were there. Someone dressed as Abe blessed with fragile lives. Don't take
Lincoln was there carrying a sign that for granted!
that said, "Emancipate the Unborn"
and there was a very graphic couple
there- one dressed as the Grim
by Usa Ochsner

DOL members hold signs to proclaim their pro-life stance.

The Dordt lJfifen4ers of Life consist of thMe
involved in saving the lives of unborn
cious life which God gave to us. It is our m·
promote the lives of the unborn children in
our world. That is what led us to the NatioJ

The Rose
Early Thursday morning excited- anxious to start
We proceeded to the Pro-Life Rally
to make an impact.
by simply taking part.
Walking down Constitution Avenue
with thousands of other people
from many different backgrounds,
and lots of other steeples.
Wejoined together to remind our nation
that contrary to peoples' thinking,
Each and every person is part of God's creation.
Old or young, big or small,
Our dear Lord Jesus loves us all.
Each child conceived is part of His plan
(Pre-marital sex? Don't take that chance!)
No matter what the circumstance
Abortion is wrong- there must be a ban!
We have fallen. we have sinned.
The devil is laughing, he has us pinned.
We give in to his ways. we become weak.
He controls our tongues. we cannot speak:
But God is our Rock.
The Lord is our song.
Together we must bond
because to Him we belong.
Yet. do we fully trust Him?
Do we truly believe?
We were made for a purpose
to Him must we cleave.
We are fearfully and wonderfully made.
it is God who grants us life.
How can people terminate another's breath
with scissors and knife?1
God's light shines down in the darkness and light
Let us praise Him alone
with every bit of our might!
Our God, our Creator, our Savior, our Friend.
It is He who heals our wounds.
It is He who will mend.
by Marlina Kers
"Note: The title refers to the red roses some
marchers were given by an older man on the side
of the road.
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Ie on Dordt's campus who wish to get
We desire to preserve the beautiful, pren to do all in our power to preserve and

America: Land of the free?
by Ueschen Hoeksema

community, our state, our COlUltry and
Marchfor life in Washington DC.,

principles that run against your
t convictions begin to win the day,
battle is your calling, and peace
ecome sin; you must, at tkp. ice
arest peace, lay your convictions
before friend and enemy, with all
the fire of your faith.
-Abraham Kuyper

Staff Writer
"Justice

For All"- these

three words

are visibly and clearly inscribed on the
front of the United States Supreme Court
butldrng. Yet how can we as a nation
make that claim? Since January 22.
1973. 35 million children have been
aborted. This Id.llingis justified by our
nation's highest court and upheld as a
legal procedure.
While our government and millions
of others support abortion, not all of our
country's citizens think it is okay. For
that reason, DDL went to the capital of
our nation to be a witness-- to take a
stand for the life we have been given.
That Thursday, 25 years after the Roe v.
Wade decision. is a day I will never forget.
Early Thursday morning. our DDL
group walked through Arlington National
Cemetery. While seeing the Tomb of the
Unknown Soldier, all of us were silent
with respect. As I looked over the fields of
graves, lined up in perfect rows, it was
almost incomprehensible to think about

all the people who gave their lives so that
and serve God. Yet we live in a sinful
we and our descendants may live in a world. Children born out of wedlock ,
land of freedom. How much freedom do children and children conceived at the
we have today? More children have been
'wrong time' are still part of God's awekilled by abortion In the past 25 years
some and perfect plan. No child is an
than all the Americans that gave their
accident in His eyes.
lives in the wars beginning with the
For 25 years our country has
Revolutionary War to the Persian Gulf ignored one of God's commandments
War. Where are the grave sites for those
given to Moses so many years ago. Many
35 million citizens?
have justified killing the unborn to satisWe live in a hypocritical nation
fy their own selfish motives.
Yet the
today. We can no longer say that every- struggle is not over. God has more power
one has equal rights, for that no longer than any American president or the
holds true. When abortion became legal . Supreme Court. He is in control and He
in 1973, we took away the rights of the
mourns our sinful ways. The leaders of
unborn.
Pro-abortion supporters advo- our nation may have turned away, but we
cate women's rights and women's choice. are called to stand firm, to keep proWhat about the choice and the rights of claiming that He is the only truth both
the little boy or girl developing in her
now and until He comes again. I plead
womb?
with you-~ don't sit idly by and use the
At a luncheon for National Abortion excuse, "It's the law and I can't change
and Reproductive Rights Action League, it." You can do something: vote for proVice President AI Gore told the crowd, life leaders to represent our nation; pray
'The simplest way to reduce abortion is to for those who are in our government
decrease unwanted pregnancies." Gore today. The fight against abortion will not
be over until no more of God's children
makes a strong point: all children should
be welcomed by two loving parents who die from abortion.
will responsibly raise their child to love

The proliferation of backwards thought
by Janel Kragt
these people...They died without cause."
Staff ... ,•..,... _
What would a trip to Washington DC
be without visiting the Holocaust
"Ban Christianity, not abortion."
Museum. our capitol's newest landmark?
Together, the woman and I mourn the
"My body. my choice."
"'Wewon't leave: we won't submit. We loss of millions of lives; the result of
won't take your backwards shit."
senseless ethnocentrism.
We look over
the screens guarding unhealthy trauma
The malicious words echo from. a from young viewers and reverently take
in the graphic photos depicting the realiprotester's megaphone positioned front
ty of the Holocaust. As part of the exhiband center on the steps of the Supreme
Court of the United States on the day of it, we cross a bridge of memorial. We look
down on hundreds upon hundreds of old,
our march. On these steps, where the
Roe vs. Wade decision was announced 25 ratty shoes-shoes that once belonged to
years ago, the Right-to Life March culmtthe victims of Nazi terror-shoes that once
nates. And on these steps, under the
belonged to real people. Her mouth drops
words "Equal Justice Under the Law" as she passes-the universal response.
"What happened in the Holocaust is not
engraved in the ledge of the Supreme
the American way," she asserts passionCourt building, the enraged woman
greets us with her bitter dissent as we' ately. "It is beast-like for one group of
people to suppress or annihilate anothadvocate justice for the unborn.
I stare back at the cold, angry face er-they have no right."
behind the megaphone. "Hey," I offer.
In the next room. there is another
bridge. On either side are piles upon
'we're touring D.C. today. Do you want
piles of baby diapers. Unlike the shoes,
to come?"
they have never been worn-but they
Our first stop is Arlington cemetery.
would have been. I invite her to once
Together. we witness the ceremonial
again look over the screens at other ptechanging of the guard at the Tomb of the
Unknown Soldier-the monument dedi- tures of death. "I'm not falling for this,"
cated to the unnamed heroes who so she angrily defends. for in a "twisted,
nobly sacrtficed their lives for freedom. archaic" sense, I am attempting to
She responds with the respect and rever- "manipulate" her conscience. She closes
her eyes as we move on past blankets,
ence that the situation deems.
pacifiers, and rattlers.
'The American
Now I take her to the Tomb of the
Unborn Child-the child who sacrificed way?" I question.
The heart of our nation, Washington
his life for his parents' freedom of conveDC. It is the place where we celebrate
nience.
But there is no monument.
freedom-for all people. We mourn the
There are no guards. There are no adorloss of life-to war, genocide, and noble
ing crowds. She steps on the grave withsacrifice. But our monuments and museout notice and keeps walking.
Like all good tourists, our next stop
ums do not tell the whole story. There is
is the Vietnam War Memorial. She Joins another genocide-one without a monument commemorating it.
me as I carefully study the names on the
I question herr'Backwards, you say?
wall-the countless names. "Ailthese peoAre you sure that's the word you want to
pie..... she laments. "Did they die without
use?" I question her. We are doing the
cause?"
American thing. the 90's thing. We are
Shortly, we stumble upon another
wall. 'There are no names on this wall," celebrating the rights of all people. We
are celebrating freedom, life. and human
she remarks.
"No,"I say, "but there were faces. All dignity. Our march is the monument

that the city planners forgot about in
Washington D.C. It is the monument
that tourist eyes never witness on their
rounds of the capitol. "Don't you see?" I
question again. "We are marching forward."
"Let's go to the Smithsonian of
American History." I suggest. wanting to
make the most out of our day. "I hear
they have a great new exhibit on the
Cherokee Trail of Tears."
"No thanks," she says as she turns
to go. "I've had enough for one day."

Pro-life 'Lincoln' demonstrates his views on abortion.
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Blades near crunch time to make playoffs
by Martin Dam ri;,l1;:l'l

Hockey Guy
69-56

It's 1998, and the boys of winter
have been busy. Since returning from
their Christmas break tour. the team has
played six games, and as always, the
Hockey Guy is here to keep you Li"'''''''''r,
Informed.
This year's squad features a slightly
different look from the fall team. First off.
everybody's favorite Alaskan defenseman, Guy Ratcliff, is back with the team.
Guy spent the fall semester throwing
bags around in a concerted effort to bulk
up. His return has given the team more
flexibility on defense. allowing either
Brent Smeenk or. Jeff Vandermeer to
switch to forward.
The other major change occurred
behind
the
bench,
where
Rob Janeen Wassink
Vandermeer has signed on as an assts- Brent Smeenk
tant ~:c~~am opened with back-to-back
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fires the puck at the net as Nathan Van Niejenhuis looks
for a rebound. The Wolves took a pair from the Blades last weekend.

weekends against Carleton University.
That Friday night was a barn-burner. The
Blades trailed 4-3 in the dying seconds of
the third when Ben Saarloos tipped in a Guy
Ratcliff slapshot for the tie. There was :01
second left on the clock. Because Carleton
has a lousy budget, there was no overtime.
Saturday, things went smoother, and
Dordt won convincingly.
4-0. Hendrick
deGier went on the beginnings of a tear by
putting in two of those goals. On a sadder
note, Kevin Tuininga broke his wrist and is
out for the season. But he'll be back. After
all, he's a hockey player.
The next weekend Carleton made the
trip to Worthington
for another
pair of
games. The Friday night curse continued as
the Blades dropped the opener, 4-2. DeGier
assisted on goals by both his line-mates. Izzy
Huygen and Greg Vanl.eeuwen.
Saturday, the Blades rebounded again
with a 5-3 win, Huygen had two goals in this
one, and deGier chipped in two more points.
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This brings us to last weekend's matchup with Northern State. The Blades put in
the effort, but they came up a little short.
Friday's game was close all the way through,
but NSU just had too many weapons and
came away with a 6-5 win, A combination of
bad bOfu:ices and untimely pena ties spe
doom in this one.
Saturday's game looked like it would be
more of the same, as NSlJ jumped out to an
early 2-0 lead in the opening minutes of the
first, Things could have been much worse,
but for the spectacular play of goalie Tim
Hoogland, who has been especially sharp
since the Christmas tour,
The Blades once again proved their
resiliency by coming back and playing an
even game for the rest of the night.
Eventually, the bounces started going their
way, Down 3-0 going into the third, our boys
started clicking.
Jeff Vandermeer took a great pass for a

break-away and made good on the opportunity to get the rally going, Vandermeer also
got
credit
for making
it
3-2,
and
VanLeeuwen put In.an lzzy Huygen rebound
to tie things up at 3-3.
The Blades had many chances to win
this one, bu as overtime progressed, NSU
regrouped and put together an intense flurry, Hoogland made a number of big saves to
keep his team alive, and it took a nearly perfect shot to beat him, So the Blades dropped
a pair of close ones, making the play-off picture much-crowded,
Next week, the team is in Des Moines,
They're in Brookings, South Dakota, the following week.
The last chance to see the team at home
will be homecoming weekend, as former
Blade Jeremy Hendrickson brings Mankato
State down for an exhibition matchup. This
has been the hockey guy.

Dordt's first indoor meet kicks off track season
by Karen den Boer
Sports Reporter

"The weather was perfect indoors."
-- track coochSyne Altena
on Dordt's first-ever indoor track meet

The first-ever
Dordt Invitational
Meet, held at the Rec Center
on
Saturday, January 24, started the sea- ,
son on the right foot. Dordt competed
with teams from Buena Vista, Dakota
State, Dakota Wesleyan, Mount Marty,
Northwestern
and Sioux Falls, Coach
record, at J :24:38, and took 2nd place,
Syne Altena said there was a "good
In the 4 X 400 meter relay, Steve
crowd" at the meet, and that it was wellreceived by the fans and athletes, "And Holwerda, Ron Kingma, Scott De Weerd,
and Jason De Weerd set another record,
the weather was perfect indoors," he
and came in a very close finish.
Joked.
For the women's division, Cathy
In
the
men's
division,
Jeff
Palmer placed first in the 400 meter
Summerhays,
also a champion Dordt
final, while Julie Huizenga was 4th, and
cross-country runner, set a Dordt record
Val Kallemeyn was 9th, Alyssa Howerzyl
with his 800 meter race, at 1:58:10, less
set a new record in the 200 meter finals.
than two seconds behind first place.
Although
the Dordt Invitational
Jason De Weerd set a Dordt 600 meter

really kicked off the track season it actu ~
ally began much earlier than January
24th:
practices
began
long before
Christmas,
and the first meet, at the
University of South Dakota, was on the
17th.
The meet this past Friday, January
30 was also rewarding, The men's sprint
medley team, consisting of Dan Altena,
Joel Van Soelen, Troy Ten Naple, and
Scott De Weerd, won the event at 3:43,2

minutes.
The women's relay team of Juli
Rouw, Jackie Eekhcf Kalie Gaskill and
Rachelle Walhof set a school record as
well for the 4 X 100 meter event, at
:53,14 seconds.
The overall effects of the indoor
track are not yet clear. Coach Altena
says training is better and more convenient with the indoor track. Yet the hard
surface is high-impact, so it's harder on
the knees and shins. It's hard to know if
this will affect the number of injuries.
This year there are 43 people on the
team, 25 on the men's and 18 on the
women's. Be sure to congratulate these
fme athletes on their great performance
and dedication, and wish them luck in
the season ahead,
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Defenders hit mid-season slide, lose five straight
65-62 loss to Tech. and an 82-72 loss to
Black Hills St.
Mount Marty 89. Doreit 88 lOT)
The Dordt men's basketball team
The men returned home with a 2-3
started 1998 with the South Dakota-Iowa
conference record and league leader
Conference schedule. The loop teams
Mount Marty on its way to Sioux: Center.
landed a few blows on the Defenders.
Another close game and a gutsy coaching
including a five-game losing skid. After call saw Dordt with a chance to win the
nine conference games. the men are 3-6.
game in regulation. but the shots wouldDordt 91. Sioux Falls 87
n't fall and Mount Marty survived a scare.
Dordt opened the new year on the
The overtime period was back and
right foot with a 91-87 victory over the
forth and again Dordt had the chance to
University of Sioux Falls in the first conwin, but fell just short and dropped a
ference game of the season. Dordt travheartbreaker, 89-88. Ross Bouma led the
eled to Sioux Falls on Jan. 2 where they
Defenders with 21 points, while adding
were led by Neal Brenneman with 22
10 rebounds.
Randy Oostra also had a
points and eight rebounds.
double double with 16 points and 10
Huron 108. Dordt 91
rebounds.
The Defenders were again on the
Dakota Wesleyan 91. Dordt 80
d the next week in Huron, but couldDordt then traveled to the Corn
n't s
erfect in the new year, losing
Palace in Mitchell, S.D., to take on
108-91 to
Screaming Eagles. Dordt
Dakota Wesleyan-a game Oordt needed
fell behind by 21 a
break, and couldto win to keep pace in the SOIC. However,
n't overcome that huge
It.
Wesleyan shot 47 percent from behind
Dordt 94, Dakota State 70
the three point are, and Dordt couldn't
The following night the Defende~
get over the hump, dropping a 91-80 conreturned home for their fmal game before fest. Oostra led with 17 points, including
second semester began to host Dakota
four treys.
State. Dordt had its way in this one, takSioux Falls 94. Dordt 80
ing a 94-70 victo . Brenneman and Bra
e Defenders .came back the followVeenstra each tallied 17 points.
ing Thursday to host Sioux Falls, the
Black HlI1s trip
team Dordt beat in the conference openDordt then began a long stretch of er. The Cougars came out ready to play
road games, in which they would play
taking early leads, but Dordt surged to tie
three of their next five games on the road.
the game at 21, Sioux Falls then ran off
During this stretch, Dordt traveled out to
14 straight points to take a 52-35 halfthe Black Hills to face South Dakota Tech
time advantage, Dordt played better in
and Black Hills State in consecutive
the second half, but not good enough, losnights.
Each game went down to the
ing their fifth in a row, 94-80.
wire, with Dordt having a chance to win
The Defenders were at a disadvaneach one but coming up just short in the
tage. playing without Neal Brenneman
fmal minutes, The weekend resulted in a who had surgery for his broken nose earby Craig Broek
Sports Reporter

tier in the week.
Doreit 72. Dakota State 70
The men traveled to Madison. S.D.,
Tuesday night to take on conference eel-

Heidi Bartholomew

Mike Fischer drives into the lane,
looking to pass against Sioux Falls.

lar-dweller
Dakota State. After falling
behind the Trojans 13-4, Dordt steamed
back at tied the game at 13-13. The rest
of the half remained close, with Dakota
State up 36-34 at the half.
The Trojans built a 42-34 lead out of
the gate, but Dordt fought back to go
ahead 61-54 on an Oostra dunk. Dakota
State scored the next ten points to go
back in the lead.
With three minutes left to play,the
Defenders were down 68-64. But Dordt
closed the game on an 8-2 run, including
the last three points on Veenstra free
throws, to win 72-70. Boumda drilled 21
to lead the men.
The win put Dordt at 10-10 overall,
and 3-6 in the conference. Mount Marty
remains on top of the league with a 7-0
conference record, followed by Black Hills
State at 7-2. Three teams are tied with 54 records: Huron, Sioux Falls, and
Dakota Wesleyan. South Dakota Tech is
next at 3-6, Dordt at 3-6, and Dakota
State at 0-9.
With five conference games remaining, the men must make up two games in
the standings in order to have a shot at
the playoffs. Only the top four teams
make the conference tournament.
SEASON LEADERS
Before Dordt's game at Dakota State,
the men had three players averaging double figures in scoring, with Bouma's 13.9
per game average leading the way.
Brenneman is next with an 11.8 average,
followed closely by Oostra with 11.1.
Oostra heads the Defenders in rebounding, averaging 7.1 per game. Brenneman
pulls in 6.9 a contest. Fischer averages
3.7 assists per outing.

Lady Defenders fighting to pull in playoff berth; 5-4 in conference
by Janel Kragt
Sports Reporter
Its been a busy second
semester for the Lady Defenders,
who are well into the South
Dakota-Iowa Conference season
and are tied for fourth. The
women now need to hold their
position to make the playoffs.
Dordt 71. Sioux Falls 68
The Lady Defenders came
back strong after Christmas
break and raked up a crucial
win against Sioux Falls.
"We needed that one," said
senior guard Lynette Roos. "Last
year we lost five games in a row
when we came back from the
break."
Lori Roos put up 19 points
and took down 10 rebounds.
Marlene Van Wingerden chipped
in 15 counters while Lisa Roos
added 13.
Dordt 79. Huron 64
Back on the road, the Dordt
women met up with Huron - a
small, quick team who never

quit picking at Dordt's offense.
However, they were no match for
Dordt's forwards.
Lisa Roos
came away with 27 points and
10 rebounds, while Lori added
12 points.
Outside, Angie Oostenink
and Allison Vis nailed four and
three treys, respectively.
Dakota State 61. Dordt 59
Though they played tough
and stayed with conference rival
Dakota State throughout
the
game, the Lady Defenders were
unable to come away with the
win. Dordt's Scpotnt shot at the
buzzer went in and out of the
bucket.
Lisa and Lori Roos contributed 14 and 12 points, and
Carla
Ge1eynse added
five
assists.
South Dakota Tech 82. Dordt
73 lOT)
The Lady Defenders came
pumped up to meet nationallyranked South Dakota Tech, and
their enthusiasm
showed in
their play. Behind a break-away

shot by Heather Broekhuis at
the buzzer, the women battled
Tech into overtime.
Despite the 17 points, 10
boards and five assists of Lisa
Roos combined with 16 points
from sister, Lori, the women
were unable to chalk up the victory.
Black HIlla State 80. Dordt 58
Emotionally drained from
the previous day's game and
long car ride, the Defenders were
a step behind against Black Hills
State. Lori and Lisa Roos put up
14 and 12 points, while Angie
Oostenink added 8 points and
two steals.
Dordt 85. Mount Marty 84 lOT)
Van Wingerden's
quick
hands were Dordt's salvation
against Mount Marty. After nailing 7 of 8 free throws among her
12 points, Van Wingerden forced
a jump ball which gave the
women the possession, in which
they tied the game in regulation.
In overtime, Van wtngerden
tipped the ball loose with :08.1

seconds left. Cherilyn Dykstra
anced offenstve attack was again
scooped up the loose ball and
featured. Geleynse led with 16
points and four steals, Van
held on for the one-point win.
Dordt's high-scoring effort wtngcrdcn went 6-7 from the
free throw line with 14 points,
was led by Lori Roos with 21 and
Geleynse with 15. Vis chipped in Lori Roos put in 10 and Angie
with nine points and five assists.
Oostenink added nine.
Dordt 72, Dakota Wesleyan 61
Dakota State 60. Dordt 59
Forfeiting security for postDespite
the
pressure
season play, Dordt suffered a
attached with playing in the
infamous Corn Palace, the Dordt 'tough loss on the road to the
Lady Ts. The game was close the
women were once again able to
entire way, with Dakota State's
soar to victory over Dakota
Wesleyan. Because of a death in 31-26 halftime lead the biggest
the family, Coach Len Rhoda
of either team in the game.
Lori Roos hit a jumper with
was unable to offer his services
:40 left tie the game was 59-59.
and gave the opportunity
to
Vis pulled down a defensive
Assistant Coach Rick Vander
rebound with : 10 left but quickBerg.
The team pooled for a bally had her pocket picked. The
anced scoring attack. Geleynse
Lady Ts forced a last second
went 8~8 from the line with 16 shot and missed, but Lori Roos
points and four steals, Lisa Roos was whistled for a foul. The Lady
put in 13 points, and Van T's hit the first free throw
attempt
and won the hardwtngcrden added 10 points.
Dordt 77. Sioux Falls 59
fought game. dropping Dordt to
5-4 in the loop.
The game against Sioux
Falls was a great confidencebuilder for Dordt. A well-bal-
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Rhythm & Brass joins Northwest Iowa Symphony Orchestra
by Kevin Maas

"mgh Art" music critic
To most music lovers at Dordt, Rhythm & Brass
was just another group brought in by the Sioux County
Concert Sertes. However. by the morning before the concert last Saturday. the word was out on the visiting
ensemble: they were incredible.
Dozens of students
attended a master class put on by the group shortly after
their arrival on Friday afternoon.
Those privileged to
hear the first demonstration of the six musicians' talents
came away in awe and could not keep quiet about what
they had witnessed.
The B.J. Haan was packed by the time Dr. Henry
Duitman walked on stage on Saturday
evening.
Duitman introduced Rhythm & Brass as "the most creative and versatile brass ensemble in the world." Any
audience members who didn't believe him were soon
convinced. The ensemble came on stage and played a
beautiful Bach piece, sounding almost as if they were
one instrument.
After establishing their technical mastery and classical ability, the percussionist joined the
ensemble and they played a few more selections-including three pieces by French composer Claude Debussy
that featured styles ranging from jazz to romantic. A
number of solos and tough parts highlighted the skills of
different players.
By this time, it was quite obvious that the musicians were among the most talented in the world, but if
anyone still had doubts. the tuba player dispelled them
with Arban's
the
Carnival
of Venice." Charles
Villarrubia took center stage, accompanied on the piano
by French horn player Alex Shuhan, and proceeded to
render the very entertaining piece without the aid of
music. In a section towards the end of the song,
Villarrubia seemed to simultaneously
play in different
octaves, sounding like two tubas. After thunderous
applause from the 1500 awed ooncertgoers. Shuhan
reminded everyone of something they surely already
knew, that they would "not often hear tuba playing like
that in your lifetime!"
For the final selection before the intermission, the
ensemble played a "Beatles Medley" arranged by percussionist David Gluck. Durtng this piece. trumpet players

Rex Richardson and Wiff Rudd as
well
as
trombonist
Thomas
Brantley started
using various
mutes to create interesting effects.
The arrangement included many
familiar tunes and even a part
that sounded like it was being
played backwards. After this treat,
the intermission came as a disappointment.
After
the
break,
the
Northwest
Iowa
Symphony
Orchestra came on stage and continued
the fantastic
listening
experience
by playing
Ravel's,
"Bolero." In this classical masterpiece, the strings built very slowly
as other instruments
repeated a
solo line. Woodwinds played the
first few solos followed by trumpet. but the last highlight was
played by Dordt College student
Jamey Clapp, filling in on the
trombone for his ill teacher. The whole piece was very
well done and a great selection to complement Rhythm
& Brass. Once again. Northwest Iowa's own orchestra
proved that it was capable of the professional sound one
would expect from more urban groups.
After "Bolero", the brass ensemble returned to the
stage and performed a series of jazz pieces in a "An
Ellington Tribute." The orchestra backed the performers
on several numbers, but the Rhythm & Brass let loose
on their own in passionate renditions of classic Duke
Ellington hits. Rudd, Richardson, and Brantley produced plunger mutes-made
from real toilet plungersand used them to produce entertaining and unusual
effects. This last section featured incredible solos. especially stratospheric
trumpet
performances
by Rex
Richardson. Rhythm & Brass had once again combined
their rare and finely matched combination of musical
artistry with their great ability to communicate with the
audience to put on one spectacular show.
The concert was just the high point of the weekend
where Rhythm & Brass spent a Significant amount of

time with the Dordt music department. Besides the master class on Friday afternoon. the ensemble members
held a workshop with local brass groups on Saturday
morning, put on a concert in Sioux Falls on Sunday
afternoon, played along with Dr. JoanRingerwole on the
Dordt organ on Monday afternoon. and worked with the
Concert Band that evening. In between all this activity,
the musicians
even managed to give a few private
lessons to Dordt students seeking some extra training.
Charles Villarrubia said they loved the chance to stay in
one place for a few days, settle in a bit. and get to know
some people. A number of Dordt students got the chance
to spend some time with the internationally-acclaimed
artists. who proved to be quite personable and friendly.
Hosting Rhythm & Brass was an experience that
the Dordt community does not get too often, so hopefully you were able to enjoy their talents at some time. If
not. you missed out. The college and the Sioux County
Concert series surely spent a considerable sum to brtng
them to Northwest Iowa, but for anyone who saw them,
it was worth it.
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Titanic-is

Collection full of surprises

by Kirstin Vander Giessen
Art Critic

opportunity to experience pieces
that many of us don't get to see.
One piece I thought was amazing
Deja vu? Not really.
was "The New Jerusalem"
by
But that's what I expected
John Knight. The painting is in
on my recent trip to Dordt's art
two abstractly shaped pieces and
gallery. I had seen the posters
depicts two. contrasting
cubist
advertising the display of works
landscapes. On the left is a man
from Dordt's private collection,
on his knees, weeping in a horrifand anticipated an encounter
ic scene that includes a skeletal
with a selection of the pieces I soldier, giant grasshoppers, and
saw every day. going from class
remnants of the cructflxton. The
to class.
painting on the right is a landSurprise, surprise. It wasn't
scape reminiscent of the Garden
at all what I had expected.
of Eden, with abundant food, a
"Where do they hide these?" I joyful man and woman, a dove
thought, as I reveled in the sense
silhouetted
against a rainbow,
of newness
I was
feeltns.
and the biblical lion and lamb.
Apparently, this is what the art
Making use of his unique style
committee had in mind when
and coloring it with the entire
they selected pieces for the disspectrum, Knight gives life and
play. The lI5 articles of Dordt's
power to what could have easily
collection are scattered allover
become a cliche.
the campus, said Prof. Joanne
The display is only in the
Alberda, so the committee wantgallery until Feb. 7, and I highly
ed to set up a display of some
recommend taking 15 minutes to
pieces that weren't so visible to ; go take a look. The next show is
the student body. "People don't
one put out by Christians
in
get to see them that way very
Visual Arts. The rest of the year
often," explained Alberda.
will be devoted to student art
The display is a wonderful : shows.

it believable?

The clIU!matography Is a clear
accompltshment.
with
a
grandiose, neat' scale
duclion of the,,dna! ship.
built and destroyed just for the
movie. No criticisms there.
Then there's the romantic

tragedy. High class Rose (Kate
Winslet)
meets
st~eet
trash/artist
Jack (Leonardo
DeCaprio).
1bey re playful.
they're spontaneeus,
they're
complete& jnfa
after OW'
week.
A petf'eCf
e Boar
romance throwing caution to
the waves. Mter a few days of
chase. they're willing to sacnfice the world for thetr

BOOKREymw

On the IIRjd by
Jack KWbu~c

new-

~

Ke

pending fate. I
buy Into
their accelerated devotion, But
come on, one day they're sptttJng lOOfllle$ off Iill' side of the
sblp. and til..
're
Ing steamy sex 0l:I the cargo

Iaunch¢

daddy
of
psychedeltc
K\l1'Ou
tha
the
biography.

American College Theater Festival XXX: Theater at it's best...or worst
by Gena Koning

Staff Reporter
On an early, drizzly. chilly January
morning, ten of Dordt's theater students,
along
with
faculty
advisor
Shirley
Matheis, packed themselves
and their
luggage into one of those snazzy 15 passenger Dordt vans and set out for Kansas
City. Their destination: ACTF XXX, which
was held at Johnson County Community
College in Overland Park, Kansas, on
January 20-25.
On the way down, the group drove
into an ice storm and, after sliding across
two lanes of highway and an exit ramp,
missing all traffic, signs, trees. posts and
a barbed-wire fence, ended up doing a
ISO-degree turn somewhere along the
way and wound up in the ditch. No one
was hurt thanks to God's gutdtng hand
and the skillful handling of the driver.
"Well, I don't think we're going to Kansas
anymore," was the initial thought of some
of the group members. But instead of
clicking their heels and wishing for home,
the group Waited patiently for a AAA
wrecker to pull them back out onto the
then very slick roads where they cautiously continued their journey south.

Once the group arrived and made
their way through the long registration
lines, they were able to enjoy the week's
activities, one of them being the Irene
Ryans acting competition. Each college
production that is judged during the academic year is allowed to have up to two
actors nominated for this competition.
Nominees that participated in this year's
festival included Melissa Phaneuf and
Gena Koning for their performances in
"The Little Foxes," last spring; Jason
Vande Brake for his acting in the fall production of "Hobson's Choice", and Paula
Treik for her role in the recently produced

"Being Filled".
Each nominee who participates in
the Irene Ryans competition is required to
do two selections which, together, may not
exceed five minutes. One of the selections
had to include a scene partner. Other
Dordt students who went along as partners or spectators included: Josh Buys,
Konstantin
Kekhaev,
Kirstin
Vander
Geissen, Joanne Kim, and Sarah Bliss.
Professor Jeri Schelhaas came Wednesday
and joined the group for the rest of the
week. This year's competitors faced stiff
competition from some 240 other regional
competitors, Region V includes the states

of Colorado, Iowa, Kansas, Minnesota,
Missouri, Nebraska, North Dakota, and
South Dakota. None of this year's competitors advanced to the final rounds, but
all received valuable feed back from several judges and have gained knowledge of
what is expected in an audition as well as
how to choose quality audition material.
Aside from the Irene Ryans competition, there were several other events to
take part in. Workshops were offered on
everything from Renaissance Dance, to
Internet Portfolio Development, to Ethics
and Aesthetics in the Theater and the
Arts. Some Dordt students even took a
workshop and conversed with the famous
L.A. casting director Donn Finn, (ya know.
the guy who cast the actors for films like.
oh. let's see, L.A. Confidential, Batman
and Robin, Mission Impossible,
and
Titanic). Aside from the workshops and
meeting famous people, there were several productions of student-written
scenes,
critique sessions and main stage productions all produced by colleges whose productions were nominated for the festival.
The full-length productions included,
"Upright," "Report to the River," "Kind
Ness," "Some Things You Need to Know
Before the World Ends," the controverstal

"Angels
in
America:
Millennium
Approaches," "Tracers" and "Bus Stop".
The plays were performed in either of the
two theaters
located in the college's
Cultural Education Center. According to
group
members,
these
productions
brought out "some of the best and some of
the worst in theater." The students viewed
several productions and auditions dealt
with strong moral issues such as homosexuality
and the value of religion.
Critique sessions with experienced ejudicators offered an avenue (or further
understanding
and evaluation of controversial works. Many of the group members came away from the festival with a
more
conscious
view of what
role
Christians can play in a predominantly
secular art form.
Congratulations
go out to Shirley
Matheis and alumni Corey Kent for receiving special commendations for-their costume and sound work for "The Little
Foxes." Also recognized was the play
"Being
Filled,"
by
alumnus
Luke
Schelhaas,
and the sound designs for
both
"Hobson's
Choice" and "Being
Filled," crafted by Dordt senior Gary
Haveman.
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Vee Haw: FBE Club hosts country dance
by Susan Vandermeer
Copy Editor;
and Cheryl Wlerda
News Editor

'If

,

Last Friday. approximately 150 students gathered in the gym for the first
country
dance
of
the
semester, which was sponsored by Dordt's Future
Business Executives Club,
more commonly known as
FBE.
Many who attended Travis Bonnema
were pleased
with the Students, cowboys and otherwise,
music and the chance to
practice
their newfound FBE's fund raising country dance.
dancing skills, or brush up
barn dance. Some also had the
on old ones.
Students
participated
in chance to learn new line dances,
thanks to Missy Graanstra. who
many familiar dances, such as the

teaches the HPER country
swing class with Mark
Graves.
The dance was a
fund raiser for FBE to
help defray the cost of
their various activities,
including a trip they are
going on to the Des
Moines and Pella area the
flrst weekend in March.
The club, which
consists of approximately
60 members, visits businesses and banks on their
trips. They have
enjoy various
the opportunity
to see
how different businesses
are managed. This is an
chance for club members "to see
business at its best," says Nate Te
Winkel, a member of FBE.

Student Forum investigates assessment
by Catherine

Palmer

Guest Reporter
On January 20, the Student Forum met with Dr.
Jasper Lesage to discuss the issue of student assessment. Assessment is focused on student outcomes,
and is a measure of performance. Basically, it tests
how much students have learned while they have
been at college.
Every fall. all the freshman at Dordt are asked to
take a few "pre-tests." Half of the class Is to write a
social challenges essay and the rest take an academic profile test. Then all of the freshmen complete a
CIRP/CSS. which is an attitude survey. In the sprtng.
another day is set aside for assessment. This time it is
the upperclassmen who participate. The juniors take
the academic profile, and the seniors write the social
challenges essay. Also, each department develops a
plan to assess its majors, thus creating departmental
assessment.
Dordt College is required to do student assessment by the North Central Association, the organization that accredits Dordt every ten years. Assessment
is a national movement. Educators are being challenged to improve the quality of their teaching by
measuring student growth.

One of Dordt's goals is to improve student learning.
Assessment has positively impacted the college by
providing initiative for writing across the curriculum
and service learning. Also, increased personal contact
between faculty and students has led to improved
advising for graduate school. Professors have a raised
consciousness about quality issues-how can the curriculum and pedagogy be altered to enhance student

learning?
Assessment has resulted in some interesting
findings about Dordt students. They are very good
students, but tend to rate their abilities too low.
Furthermore, the average 'Dordt wart" is conservative
,when it comes to politics, but liberal on social issues.
Another interesting statistic shows that men perform
better on the Academic Profile Test, but women write
more outstanding social challenges essays!
Assessment is a long term process that appeals
to the students' willingness to contribute to the institution for the sake of future students. Parttctpatfon in
student assessment at Dordt College is higher than
the national average, and for the sake of "improving
improvement," we need to keep it that way. Taking
part in assessment is a graduation requirement here
at Dordt, and faculty and work-study employers make
every effort possible to give students the opportunity
to take the tests or fmd a make-up time. Assessment
is student-oriented;
its purpose is so that we are
served better while at college. As Dr. Paul Moes said,
"Assessment makes education get better and better,
arid that's what it's all about."

We have the technology
if you have the drive.

Here are some
of our stats.
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Novell netware file 'servers ... 12,500
personal computers .. .35,000 application
programs ... 65,000 batch jobs peJ day...
12,000,000 on-line transactions per day...
40,000,000 lines of code 1,700,000,000
instructions per second 4,000,000,000,000
bytes of data stored.

Now show us some of yours ...
at Dordt College. .
Visit with one of our corporate pla.cement
representatives and learn more about our
opportunities in networking, application
development, research and development, and
technical support.

Midwest Career Expo on February 10 ar the
Sioux City Convention

Center 12-4 ,p.m.

Interviews for Interns and full time on February 11
at Morningside Career Development Office. Fax

your resume to us at SIS-247-S874/f0298U)id.

Des Mo~nes, Iowa 50392~1220
http://www.principal.com

Your edge on the tutun ... The Principal Edge
~mative

Action IEqual Opportunity Employer

Call for designs
Classes-J'ust

for the FUN of it!

February 11: Hairbraiding, 7-8:30 PM, $8 per pair
February 18: International Cooking, 7-9 PM, $1 I
February 24: Fabulous Frozen Bread Dough, 7-10 PM, $12
March 12: Country Line Dance, 6:30-8:30 PM, $6 single!
$10 couple
May 11: Car Maintenance for Women, 7-9:30 pM, $7

The Dordt College Art Committee is inviting
campus artists to propose a painted design for two
areas in the new Recreation Center. The two areas
are the wall on the northeast corner and the wall on
the west in the large basketball and track area. The
proposal would include a design. time-frame for
execution and a cost estimate. The successful proposal will be awarded a stipend of $300. Contact
art committee chair Sally Jongsma (ext. 6026 or
sally@dordt.edul
by February 15 if you would like
to propose a design. Completed design proposals
should be submitted by April 1.

